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LET YOUR FIXED COSTS BE OUR CONCERN!

GPN RANGE OF MANUFACTURE

Many companies complain about almost unbearable fixed costs. Especially in the production area substantial investments 
in processing machines and the required environment are inevitable. After having thoroughly analyzed their expense situation 
some of our most faithful extrusion customers eventually decided to outsource the production of new and also replacement 
tooling to GPN. This creates room to focus on their true core competences. 

A strategic partnership with GPN will enable you to transform fixed costs of your in-house tool shop to real variable costs. 
Minimize the risk of increasing unit costs at low utilization and enhance your flexibility during peak periods! GPN’s variety 
of sites and most efficient and modern machinery can offer for the required production capacities for your individual demands. 
With our help fixed costs turn to variable costs – in a very simple way!

• iron-finished extrusion tooling for window profiles, technical 
profiles, pipes, structural sections

• pultrusion tooling, profile- and rod tooling

• components for pelletizing and recycling technologies; 
screen changers, start-up valves, strand dies, die plates

• components for melt pumps

• components for extruders: extruder housings and flange

• flat dies for film and sheet extrusion

• feed blocks and accessories

• extrusion downstreams, extruders and special machines

• and a comprehensive range of contract manufacturing 
in tool- and machine-building

Do you want to learn more about us? Visit us at www.gpn.at.

Precise manufacturing of tooling in the plastics branch and mechanical engineering.

Günter Fellner / General Manager



Visit us at the Fakuma!

Hall A6 / Booth 6320

Thomas Hlinka, General Manager Sales GPN, is looking forward 
to your message: +43 505 41-45700, thomas.hlinka@gpn.at

17 – 21 October 2017
Friedrichshafen, Germany

After several months of planning we were now able to take a big step towards a further 
innovation in our manufacturing process: “We want to safeguard our technological 
lead as the pioneers”, states Harald Sadleder, head of GPN manufacturing, as his goal, 
“and are very much looking forward to putting one of the most up-to-date machinery 
in our branch into operation very soon.”

The list starts with the investment in two 5-axis-machines “Grob G350” with palletizing. 
The new flexible manufacturing system, short FFS, provides for more reliable com-
pensation of order fluctuations. “This allows us to serve our customers even better”, 
assures Harald Sadleder.

At the same time the mechanical production site will be equipped with new machinery 
for the manufacturing of feed blocks, extruder housings, flat dies, melt pumps, 
adapter plates etc. in order to meet the growing requirements concerning quality and 
capacity even beyond the profile extrusion:

 5-axis-machining center Grob G750 with machining up to 1.250 mm

 4-axis-Kitamura – pallet size 800 x 800 mm

 Mazak VTC with swivel head and 3.000 mm table length

INNOVATIVE MACHINERY MEETS GROWING 
CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS 

VEKA – GPN: 
EXPANDING COOPERATION

The trustful long-term cooperation with VEKA now also spreads out over the me-
chanical production of flat dies. VEKA supplies the layout design whereas GPN 
provides the manufacturing technology. Precondition for a partnership of that kind 
are supporting pillars such as secured knowhow protection, reliable lead times 
and perfect quality at an excellent price-performance ratio.

TECHNICAL PROFILES. 
TOOLING MADE BY EXPERTS

MACHINERY FOR 
EXTRUSION SPECIALISTS

GPN has established itself as a manufacturer of extrusion tooling for the window 
industry for many years. But GPN’s competence as a production specialist 
increasingly spreads out over technical profile tooling as well.

Thomas Hlinka, General Manager Sales at GPN, is very pleased about the 
market expansion: “It has become evident that with our attractive prices and 
lead times we are a first-class manufacturer even in this particular market 
segment. The production network between Austria and the Czech Republic pro-
vides our customers with all advantages regarding quality, price and delivery 
reliability.”

GPN manufactures tooling from high-end level through to simple tool compo-
nents – always at the quality level required by the customers, at optimized costs 
and – certainly – at the promised date!

Are you looking for a partner to implement your individual requirements for extru-
sion machinery? The experts of GPN’s machine building produce innovative and 
modular machine systems for the plastics extrusion.

The range of products and services is perfectly suited to the individual requirements 
of our customers:

 engineering service for complete new developments

 prototype manufacture according to provided layout drawings in Austria

 cost-optimized serial production at our “extended workbench” in the 
 Czech Republic

Contact us! We will be happy to present our performance to you!

Consequently, GPN further establishes itself as a full range supplier in the 
extrusion industry. ”Due to the expanded machinery we can cover a much wider 
scope with shorter lead times as customary in the market – even for foil and flat 
dies”, assures Thomas Hlinka, General Manager Sales at GPN.

Jürgen Strob, Head of Tool Shop VEKA AG; Peter Ernemann, Operational Director 
VEKA AG; Thomas Hlinka, General Manager Sales GPN GmbH (from left to right)

For VEKA a neutral partner is of highest importance. The 
customer knowhow must be in good hands and special discus- 
sions about the fulfilment of quality requirements are not needed.

Helmut Jarosch, draftsman for plate dies at VEKA
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